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Abstract
We introduce two natural types of asymmetric single-peaked pref-

erences, which we name biased-above and biased-below, depending on
whether the asymmetry (or preference-bias) favors alternatives above
or below the peak. We de�ne a rich family of utility functions, the
generalized distance-metric utility functions, that can represent pref-
erences biased-above or biased-below, besides accommodating any de-
gree of asymmetry. We also identify restrictions on di¤erentiable util-
ity representations that guarantee the underlying preferences to be
biased-above or below, and allow to compare degrees of asymmetry.
Finally, we consider a speci�c application �agents preferences over
government size�to illustrate the role of factors such as risk aversion
and tax distortions in shaping asymmetric preferences.
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1 Introduction

Most models of political economy assume that preferences of policymakers
and voters over policies are single-peaked and symmetric around the peak,
i.e., there is a most preferred policy (the peak) and a symmetric excess or
shortfall with respect to this peak results in an equal loss. In fact, the
assumption that agent possess quadratic or euclidean preferences over poli-
cies is the most standard one in models of political competition.1 However,
as noted by some authors (see e.g., Milyo; 2000) these types of symmetric
single-peaked preferences cannot be deduced from well-behaved public sector
preferences.
In most cases, the symmetric single-peaked preferences are only justi-

�ed by their analytical tractability. Some economist analyzing policymakers�
preferences over target values such as in�ation or public debt suggest that
the symmetry of preferences around the target requires more serious thinking
(Blinder, 1997; Heller, 1975). In words of Blinder: "Academic macroecono-
mists tend to use quadratic loss functions for reason of mathematical con-
venience, without thinking much about their substantive implications. The
assumption is not innocuous, [...] practical central bankers and academics
would bene�t from more serious thinking about the functional form of the
loss function". Thus, authors such as Blinder (1997) or Ruge-Murcia (2003)
propose central banks endowed with asymmetric single-peaked preferences.
According to Surico (2007) there is empirical evidence showing that pref-

erences of Fed have been asymmetric with respect to target values: there
has been more responses to output contraction than to output expansion.
Surico departs from the conventional quadratic set up in that policy mak-
ers are allowed, but not required, to treat di¤erently positive and negative
deviations of in�ation and output from the target. This author shows that
the hypothesis of asymmetric single-peaked preferences over in�ation (and
output) is not only empirically relevant but also theoretically important to
explain the design of monetary policy. As claimed by Surico: " [...] potential
evidence of asymmetries in the central bank objective may be interpreted as

1Among the models that consider symmetric preferences: Enelow and Hinich (1982),
Ansolabehere and Snyder (2000), Groseclose (2001), Aragonés and Palfrey (2002) who
analyze the e¤ect of voters preferences on candidates� personal characteristics; Palfrey
(1983), Osborne and Slivinsky (1996) who study the the strategic entry of candidates;
Calvert (1985), Bernhardt, Duggan and Squintani (2007) who account for candidates�
uncertainty about the location of the median voter.
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evidence of asymmetries in the representative agent�s utility."
Likewise, within the literature on �scal response to foreign-aid, Heller

(1975) and Feeny (2006) highlight the relevance of policymakers�asymmetric
single-peaked preferences over deviations with respect to target spending or
tax revenues.2

Within the family of single-peaked preferences, we introduce two natural
types of asymmetric preferences, which we name biased-above and biased-
below, depending on whether the asymmetry (or preference-bias) is above or
below the peak. Our main objective is to study the extent to which we can
propose utility functions representing asymmetric single-peaked preferences,
without giving up the analytical tractability.
We also propose general conditions on the utility representation of pref-

erences that guarantee that the underlying preferences are biased-above or
biased-below. Moreover, we identify conditions on the utility representation
to compare (if possible) degrees of asymmetry.
For those economic settings in which the analysis of asymmetric single-

peaked preferences is not innocuous, we propose concrete utility speci�cations
that can accommodate any degree of asymmetry. In particular, we propose a
generalization of the distance-metric utility functions which inherits their an-
alytical tractability besides representing any asymmetric single-peaked pref-
erences.
Finally, we consider a speci�c application to analyze which factors may

drive single-peaked preferences to be biased-above or biased-below. In a
standard model of public good provision, we �nd that, among others, risk
aversion with CARA or DARA speci�cations of consumers�risk over private
consumption, as well as tax distortions, induce preferences over public good
to be biased-below.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. The next section

presents the environment and de�nitions. Section 3 studies conditions on
the utility representation yielding alternative asymmetric single-peaked pref-
erences and compares preferences in terms of degrees of asymmetry. Section
4 proposes the generalized distance-metric utility representation. Section 5
analyzes the concrete application. Section 6 concludes.

2Prospect theory also accounts for asymmetric preferences, though in a di¤erent sense.
Following empirical and experimental evidence, this literature assumes that agents are
more sensitive to losses than to gains with respect to a reference point (Kahneman and
Tversky, 1991; Benartzi and Thaer 1995). In contrast to our analysis, the reference point
is not a maximizer.
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2 The environment and de�nitions

An agent has preferences de�ned over alternatives in the interval [0; �e]. The
space of alternatives we consider is exogenous, that is, it has a speci�c and
meaningful metric; thus, it is not possible to alter the spatial location of the
alternatives.3 The preference R of the agent on the set of alternatives is a
complete preorder. The set of complete preorders on the set of alternatives
is R.
The strict and indi¤erence preference relations induced by R are denoted

by P and I respectively. Given R 2 R, the peak of R, when it exists, is an
alternative e strictly preferred to any other in [0; �e]. Let ep denote the peak
of R:

De�nition 1 A preference R 2 R satis�es single-peakedness (SP) if there
exists a peak of R; and for all d0; d1 > 0 such that d0 < d1; with ep � d1,ep +
d1 2 [0; �e], we have ep � d0 P ep � d1 and ep + d0 P ep + d1.

The SP property of preferences requires that, at each side of the peak,
alternatives located closer to the peak are preferred to those located further
away from it. The set of complete preorders satisfying SP on the set of
alternatives is denoted by RSP . We refer to a generic element of RSP as a
SP preference.
We assume that �e is su¢ ciently large as to guarantee that there exists

an alternative ~e � �e such that 0 I ~e, i.e., such that the agent is indi¤erent
between 0 and ~e. This implies that ep 2 (0; ~e): Thus, every alternative below
the peak can be associated to another alternative above the peak according
to the indi¤erence preference relation. In what follows, we interpret d � 0
as a deviation o¤ the peak where d 2 [0; ep]. We next de�ne a function
that assigns to every deviation below the peak, a deviation above the peak
according to the indi¤erence preference relation.4

De�nition 2 The preference-bias function � : [0; ep]! [0; ~e� ep] associated
to R 2 RSP assigns to every deviation d, the corresponding deviation � (d)
for which ep � d I ep + � (d) :

3In the speci�c application we consider later on in the paper this is guaranteed, as
alternatives are levels of spending in a publicly provided good. See Eguia (2010) for an
analysis that endogeneizes the spatial representation of the set of alternatives.

4The assumption that 0 I ~e, ~e 2 (ep; �e] is made only to simplify the exposition. Alter-
natively, if there exists an alternative be 2 [0; ep) such that e I be then the preference-bias
function is de�ned on � : [0; ep � be]! [0; e� ep] and the analysis remains unchanged.
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Observe that every preference-bias function associated to a SP preference
is a strictly increasing function.
We propose three types of SP preferences in terms of its associated

preference-bias function; these types are symmetric, biased-below and biased-
above.

De�nition 3 We say that the preference R 2 RSP is symmetric when �(d) =
d for all d 2 [0; ep]. We say that the preference R 2 RSP is biased-above when
�(d) > d for all d 2 (0; ep] : We say that the preference R 2 RSP is biased-
below when � (d) < d for all d 2 (0; ep].

Symmetric SP preferences are those inducing indi¤erence between alter-
natives located symmetrically around the peak. When a SP preference is
biased-above, the comparison between two alternatives symmetrically located
at each side of the peak is such that the alternative located above the peak
is higher in the preference ordering than the alternative located below the
peak. Of course, it is the opposite when a SP preference is biased-below.
The proposed types of SP preferences do not fully classify the set RSP . Our
aim, however, is to capture two natural and meaningful types of preference
bias in the set of SP preferences.5

Because the preference-bias function is independent of the location of the
peak, one can compare degrees of asymmetry between pairs of preferences
even when their respective peaks do not coincide. The following de�nition
establishes the binary relation more biased than on RSP .

De�nition 4 Let R1; R2 2 RSP with �1; �2 and e
p
1; e

p
2 denoting their respec-

tive preference-bias functions and peaks. We say that R2 is more biased-above
than R1 when �1 (d) � �2(d) for all d 2 [0;min fep1; e

p
2g] (or equivalently, R1

is more biased-below than R2):

Thus, according to this de�nition, degrees of asymmetry are compara-
ble across pairs of preference relations when their associated preference-bias
functions satisfy that one is above the other, i.e., �1 (d) � �2(d) for all d
in the domain. Observe, therefore, that the proposed binary relations, more

5In particular, these de�nitions do not cover SP preferences which are biased-above in
some ranges of the domain and biased-below in others. Therefore, they only cover a subset
of R. It would of course be possible to generalize them to account for any SP preference
in R.
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biased-above and more biased-below, are partial preorders (transitive but not
complete) on the sets of SP preferences which are biased-above or biased-
below.6

3 Conditions on the utility representation

Every preference R 2 RSP can be represented by a strictly quasi-concave
utility function V : [0; �e] ! R which has a maximizer. The maximizer (or
peak of R) satis�es:

ep = argmax
e2[0;e]

V (e) (1)

In what follows, we consider di¤erentiable utility representations so that the
peak of R is an interior solution which satis�es V 0(ep) = 0.

3.1 Conditions for asymmetric SP preferences

In terms of the utility representation, when the SP preference is biased-
above we have that V (ep � d) < V (ep + d) for all d 2 (0; ep] ; and when the
SP preference is biased-below, in turn, V (ep � d) > V (ep + d) holds for all
d 2 (0; ep]. Figure 1 depicts two examples of utility functions representing
SP preferences that are biased-below and biased-above respectively.
Let V 0 denote the �rst derivative of V . For SP preferences, V 0(e) > 0

holds for alternatives below the peak, whereas V 0(e) < 0 is true for alterna-
tives above the peak.
A characterization of symmetric single-peaked preferences in terms of

the properties of the utility representation V is straightforward to establish.
Preferences are symmetric if and only if V 0(ep � d) = �V 0(ep + d) for all
d 2 [0; ep].7 That is to say, if and only if marginal utility at every pair of
symmetric deviations above and below the peak coincide. Similarly, certain
properties of the slope of V guarantee that preferences are biased-above or
biased-below.

Proposition 1 Let V be the utility representation of R 2 RSP :
Each of the following properties on V guarantee that R is biased-above:

6Again, the de�nition could be generalized to compare degrees of asymmetry in speci�c
intervals of the domain of d.

7This result is straightforward to derive by di¤erentiating V (ep � d) � V (ep + d) = 0
with respect to d. Observe that this condition does not restrict the shape of V in e 2 (~e; �e] :
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(1a) V 0(ep � d) > �V 0(ep + d) for all d 2 (0; ep] ;
(2a) V 0 strictly convex for all e 2 [0; �e] ;
where (2a) )(1a).
Each of the following properties on V guarantee that R is biased-below:
(1b) V 0(ep � d) < �V 0(ep + d) for all d 2 (0; ep] ;
(2b) V 0 strictly concave for all e 2 [0; �e],
where (2b) )(1b).

Proof. The following claims prove our statement.8

Claim 1: (1a) ) �(d) > d for all d 2 (0; ep] :
Proof of Claim 1: Utility loss derived from reducing ep to ep�d is measured byR ep

ep�d V
0(e)de, whereas utility loss from increasing ep to ep+d is measured by

�
R ep+d

ep
V 0(e)de: By (1a),

R ep

ep�d V
0(e)de > �

R ep+d

ep
V 0(e)de for all d 2 (0; ep].

Solving for the integral and simplifying V (ep�d) < V (ep+d) for all d 2 (0; ep],
i.e., preferences are biased-above.

Claim 2: (2a) ) �(d) > d for all d 2 (0; ep] :
Proof of Claim 2: If V 0 is strictly convex in e 2 [0; �e], by Jensens�inequality,
the expected value of V 0 over the interval9 [0; 2ep] is above the value of V 0 in

the mean of [ep � d; ep + d] for all d 2 (0; ep]. Thus,
R ep+d

ep�d
V 0(e)
2d
de > V 0(ep):

Solving for the integral, 1
2d
[V (ep + d)� V (ep � d)] > V 0(ep): By SP, V 0(ep) =

0; and substituting in the inequality, V (ep�d) < V (ep+d) for all d 2 (0; ep],
i.e., preferences are biased-above.

Claim 3: (2a) )(1a)
Proof of Claim 3: By strict convexity of V 0 we have V 0(ep) < V 0(ep�d)+V 0(ep+d)

2

for all d 2 (0; ep]. By SP, V 0(ep) = 0; and substituting in the inequality yields
V 0(ep � d) > �V 0(ep + d) for all d 2 (0; ep].

By conditions (1a) and (1b), the comparison of the slopes of the utility
representation of SP preferences at every symmetric deviation with respect to
the peak reveals the direction of preference-bias. Conditions (2a) and (2b)
also reveal the direction of preference-bias by checking whether marginal
utility is a strictly concave or strictly convex function.

8The analogous statements on biased-below preferences can be proved following a sim-
ilar reasoning (that we omit in the interest of brevity).

9If 2ep > �e; the proof accommodates by considering instead the interval [0; �e].
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3.2 Conditions for more biased SP preferences

Figure 2 depicts two utility representations of preferences R1; R2 2 RSP

where R2 is more biased-below than R1. We put together both utility repre-
sentations around their respective peaks in order to compare their associated
preference-biased function.
Next, we show that the comparison between the slopes of di¤erent util-

ity representations indicates the strength of preference-bias across di¤erent
preferences. For each pair of preferences R1; R2 2 RSP ; we denote by ep1, e

p
2

their respective peaks.

Proposition 2 Let V1; V2 be two utility representations of R1; R2 2 RSP , re-
spectively. If V 02(e

p
2+) � V 01(e

p
1+) for all  2 [�min fe

p
1; e

p
2g ;min fe

p
1; e

p
2g] ;

then R2 is more biased-below than R1(or equivalently, R1 is more biased-above
than R2):

Proof. Condition V 02(e
p
2 � d) � V 01(e

p
1 � d) for all d � min fep1; e

p
2g implies

that the utility loss derived from reducing ep2 to e
p
2 � d; which is measured

by
R e

p
2

ep2�d
V 02(e)de = B; in comparison to the utility loss derived from reducing

ep1 to e
p
1 � d; which is measured by

R e
p
1

ep1�d
V 01(e; )de = A; is such that B �

A. By de�nition of the preference-bias function, there is �1 for which A =R e
p
1+�1
ep1

V 01(e)de, at the same time, and given that 0 > V
0
1(e

p
1+ d) � V 02(e

p
2+ d)

for all d � min fep1; e
p
2g ; we haveZ e

p
2+�1

ep2

V 02(e)de � A: (2)

By de�nition of the preference-bias function there is �2 for whichZ e
p
2+�2

ep2

V 02(e)de = B: (3)

Because B � A; conditions (2) and (3) imply
R e

p
2+�2
ep2

V 02(e)de �
R e

p
2+�1
ep2

V 02(e)de

from where we derive that �2(d) � �1(d) for all d 2 [0;min fep1; e
p
2g] :

In other terms, the proposed su¢ cient condition for R2 to be more biased-
below than R1 implies that V 02(e

p
2�d) � V 01(e

p
1�d) and V 02(e

p
2+d) � V 01(e

p
1+d),
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d > 0; i.e., below the peak, equal-distance deviations generate more disutility
with V1 than with V2, and above the peak, equal-distance deviation generate
more disutility with V2 than with V1:
The degree of preference-bias can also be compared using the degree of

concavity or convexity of the marginal utility function. For this, one of the
marginal utility speci�cations must be obtained as an increasing transforma-
tion of the other.

Proposition 3 Let V1; V2 be strictly concave utility representations of R1; R2 2
RSP . If V 01 ; V

0
2 are strictly concave and �

V 0002 (e)

V 002 (e)
� �V 0001 (e��)

V 001 (e��)
for all e <

min f2ep1; 2e
p
2g where � = e

p
2 � e

p
1, then R2 is more biased-below than R1.

10

Proof. By strict concavity of V1 and V2; the functions V 01 and V
0
2 are strictly

decreasing functions and they can be related by a strictly increasing trans-
formation g such that V 02(e) = g(V

0
1(e� �)) where � = e

p
2 � e

p
1. This implies

that when e = ep2, g(0) = 0:
11 Di¤erentiating the expression,

V 002 (e) = g
0(V 01(e� �))V 001 (e� �)

V 0002 (e) = g
00(V 01(e� �)) [V 001 (e� �)]

2 + g0(V 01(e� �))V 0001 (e� �):

From where

�V
000
2 (e)

V 002 (e)
= �V

000
1 (e� �)
V 001 (e� �)

� g
00(V 01(e� �))V 001 (e� �)

g0(V 01(e� �))
:

By strict concavity of V 01 and V
0
2 , we have V

000
1 < 0 and V 0002 < 0. Then,

�V 0002 (e)

V 002 (e)
� �V 0001 (e��)

V 001 (e��)
implies g00(V 01(e� �)) � 0 (g concave).

By de�nition of �2;it follows that V2(e
p
2�d) = V2(e

p
2+ �2(d)); or equivalently,R ep2+�2(d)

ep2�d
V 02(e)de = 0: Substituting function g,

0 =

Z ep2+�2(d)

ep2�d
V 02(e)de =

Z ep2+�2(d)

ep2�d
g(V 01(e� �))de:

10Similarly, if V 01 ; V
0
2 are strictly convex and �V 000

2 (e)
V 00
2 (e)

� �V 000
1 (e��)
V 00
1 (e��)

for all e <

min f2ep1; 2e
p
2g, then R2 is more biased-above than R1.

11If ep2 = e
p
1, then � = e

p
2 � e

p
1 = 0; and it is possible to compare degrees of asymmetry

just by comparing �V 000
1 (e)
V 00
1 (e)

to �V 000
2 (e)
V 00
2 (e)

for every e < 2ep1.
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By concavity of g;
R ep2+�2(d)
ep2�d

g(V 01(e��))de � g(
R ep2+�2(d)
ep2�d

V 01(e��)de); whereR ep2+�2(d)
ep2�d

V 01(e��)de = V1(e
p
1+�2(d))�V1(e

p
1�d): Since g is strictly increasing

and g(0) = 0; then V1(e
p
1 + �2(d)) � V1(e

p
1 � d) � 0: Since V 01 < 0 for all

e > ep1; and by de�nition of �1(d); V1(e
p
1�d) = V1(e

p
1+�1(d)); we deduce that

�1(d) � �2(d) for all d � min fep1; e
p
2g.

This proposition reveals an analogy between the conditions for degrees
of preference-bias and the theories developed by Arrow (1971), Pratt (1964)
and Kimball (1990). According to Arrow-Pratt�s theory of risk aversion,
concavity of a utility function over consumption indicates the presence of
risk aversion, while according to Kimball�s theory of precautionary savings,
concavity of the marginal utility function entails precautionary saving be-
havior. In each case, the degree of concavity of the utility function or the
degree of concavity of the marginal utility function measures risk aversion or
precautionary savings respectively.12 These behavioral traits become thus
comparable across pairs of concave functions such that one is a concave
transformation of the other. In our context, as long as V is strictly con-
cave, the curvature of the marginal utility function determines the degree of
preference-bias. We can therefore apply the coe¢ cient of prudence proposed
by Kimball (1990) to measure the level of preference-bias: preferences are
more biased-above for the more convex marginal utility representation, and
more biased-below for the more concave marginal utility representation.

4 Asymmetric SP utility representation

In this section, we show that a generalization of any distance-metric utility
function allows for the utility-representation of any asymmetric SP preference
relation.
A distance-metric utility function is de�ned by V (e) = �f(e� ep) where

f is a continuous and strictly increasing distance-function between the peak
ep and the alternative e. Particular examples of f are the quadratic function,
in which f(e � ep) = [e� ep]2 ; or the distance function induced by a norm,
in which f(e � ep) = ke� epk ; or any function f(e � ep) = je� epj� where
� > 0:

12Arrow-Pratt�s coe¢ cient of risk aversion is de�ned by �u00

u0 , whereas Kimball�s coe¢ -
cient of prudence is de�ned by �u000

u00 where u measures utility over private consumption.
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Given a preference R 2 RSP , the preference-bias function � associated to
R assigns to each deviation below the peak, a deviation above the peak for
which the agent is indi¤erent. Let ��1 : [0; ~e� ep] ! [0; ep] be the inverse
of the preference-bias function;13 ��1 is bounded above by ��1(~e� ep) = ep;
which corresponds to the indi¤erence relation 0 I ~e. We extend the domain
of ��1 to every d 2 (~e� ep; �e� ep]. The generalized distance-metric utility
function is de�ned by

V (e) =

�
�f(e� ep) when e 2 [0; ep]

�f(��1(e� ep)) when e 2 (ep; e] :

Below the peak, the proposed utility function coincides with the distance-
metric utility function. In order to capture the degree of preference-bias, the
level of utility derived from any alternative above the peak e 2 [ep; ee] is equal
to the corresponding distance-metric utility value at its indi¤erent alternative
below the peak. Finally, for alternatives e 2 (~e; �e], the utility derived is below
V (~e) and the function is strictly decreasing. If the SP preference relation is
symmetric, i.e., ��1(d) = d, the generalized distance-metric utility function
collapses to the distance-metric utility function.

Theorem 1: Every preference R 2 RSP can be represented by the generalized
distance-metric utility function. Furthermore, this utility speci�cation can be
used to compare pairs of preferences such that one of them is more biased-
above or more biased-below than the other.

Proof. First, we show that every preference relation R 2 RSP is repre-
sented by the generalized distance-metric utility function. The preference
ordering across alternatives located at the same side of the peak is cap-
tured by the distance-metric utility function below the peak, and above the
peak, by a function that is strictly decreasing in distance (given that ��1

is a strictly increasing function in all its domain). The preference order-
ing of pairs of alternatives located at opposite sides of the peak can be de-
duced by identifying those pairs of alternatives yielding equal utility. Thus,
V (ep + �(d)) = �f

�
��1(ep + �(d)� ep)

�
and simplifying V (ep + �(d)) =

�f(d): Since V (ep � d) = �f(d), we deduce that ep � d I ep + �(d) for all
d 2 (0; ep].
Second, we show that the generalized distance-metric utility function can be

13Because the preference satis�es the SP condition, the preference-bias function � is
biyective and it has an inverse.
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used to compare degrees of asymmetries across pairs of preferences. Suppose
that �1 (d) � �2(d) for all d 2 (0;min fep1; e

p
2g). Then, because � is always

a strictly increasing function, �1 (d) � �2(d) implies that �
�1
1 (d) � ��12 (d).

Plugging this inequality into the generalized distance-metric utility function
we obtain that V 02(e

p + d) � V 01(e
p + d) for all d 2 (0;min fep1; e

p
2g). In ad-

dition, V 02(e
p � d) = V 01(e

p � d) for all d 2 (0;min fep1; e
p
2g).14 We deduce,

according to Proposition 2, that R2 is more biased-above than R1.

The generalized distance-metric utility function can accommodate every
SP preference, in particular those which are biased-above, or biased-below
according to De�nition 3. For instance, if we take a linear preference bias-
function �(d) = kd with k > 0; the corresponding generalized distance-metric
utility function is such that

V (e) =

�
�f(e� ep) when e 2 [0; ep]
�f( e�ep

k
) when e 2 (ep; e] :

Observe that this function extends, in a natural way, the domain of ��1 to
alternatives in the interval e 2 (~e; e]. According to this utility speci�cation,
k > 1 represents a particular class of SP preferences that are biased-above,
and k < 1 represents another particular class of SP preferences that are
biased-below.
Our proposal accommodates every continuous and strictly increasing distance-

metric function. For instance, a rich family of utility speci�cations are given
by:

V (e) =

(
� je� epj� when e 2 [0; ep]

�
����1(e� ep)��� when e 2 (ep; e]

where di¤erent values of � > 0 yield di¤erent utility functions.

5 Application: public sector preferences

In this section, we illustrate how the conditions stated in Section 3 can be
used to determine whether speci�c induced utility functions over public con-
sumption qualify into one of the proposed types of SP preferences: biased-
below or biased-above.
14Observe that, o¤ the peak, all the proposed distance-functions are di¤erentiable.
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Let y > 0 be the income of an agent and consider that there are two
goods: private consumption x and public expenditure e: Public expenditure
is �nanced through taxation: let �(e; y) > 0 be the tax-bill of an agent
with income y when the amount of public expenditure is e, and its �rst and
second derivatives with respect to e satisfy � 0 > 0 and � 00 � 0. The utility
representation of preferences is de�ned by U(x; e) = u(x) + e where u0 > 0
and u00 < 0. The induced indirect utility function is

V (e) � u (y � �(e)) + e: (4)

Thus, V is strictly concave and has a maximizer, i.e., this speci�cation rep-
resents SP preferences.15

Solving for the third derivative of V with respect to e, we get:

V 000 = �u000 [� 0]3 + 3u00� 0� 00 � u0� 000: (5)

The generic tax-bill function � may represent di¤erent �nance schemes,
with di¤erent degrees of public sector e¤ectiveness in transforming tax rev-
enues into public spending. We say that the government is e¢ cient when
the scheme � is linear in e (i.e., � 00 = 0).16 When � is strictly convex in e
(i.e., � 00 > 0) we say that the government is ine¢ cient.17

Risk neutrality is characterized by u00 = 0; whereas risk aversion by
u00 < 0: According to Kimball (1990), precautionary saving behavior (or pru-
dence) is characterized by u000 > 0: In particular, CARA, DARA or CRRA
speci�cations of risk imply prudence.
According to condition (2b) of Proposition 1 (requiring concavity of the

marginal utility function), Remark 1 identi�es conditions that unequivocally
generate SP preferences over the size of the public sector that are biased-
below.
15The primitive function u is assumed to be a C3 function so that V is C3 as well.
16Particular examples of e¢ cient tax-bill functions are the lump-sum tax or the pro-

portional income tax. Progressive or regressive tax schemes can also be e¢ cient. For
instance, the tax bill function � = e�(y) with � strictly increasing in income is linear in e
and progressive whenever �0(y) > �(y)

y , or regressive if �0(y) < �(y)
y . The education �nance

scheme studied by Bénabou (2002) implies a non-proportional tax scheme of that form.
17Convexity of � in e may be due to congestion e¤ects in the government ability to

transform tax revenue into public expenditure, tax distortions, or corruption of public
o¢ cials. In the latter case, the convexity derives from the deviation of tax revenues away
from public expenditure (see, e.g., the model on career concerns proposed by Persson and
Tabellini, 2000, chapter 4).
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Remark 1 Consider the utility representation of Equation (4). Each of the
following conditions generate preferences biased-below:
i) risk neutrality and an ine¢ cient government with � 000 > 0,
ii) risk aversion (according to CARA, DARA or CRRA condition) and an
e¢ cient government
iii) risk aversion (according to CARA, DARA or CRRA condition) and an
ine¢ cient government with � 000 > 0.

Risk neutrality, as well as risk aversion with CARA, DARA or CRRA
speci�cations of risk, are the assumptions more generally invoked in economic
applications.18 Therefore, Remark 1 covers most standard utility speci�ca-
tions as well as widely applicable tax bill functions.
It is intuitive that consumers exhibiting CARA, DARA or CRRA speci�-

cations of risk, which imply prudence (u000 > 0), contribute to SP preferences
being biased-below. According to Eeckhoudt and Schlesinger (2006), pru-
dence implies that an agent prefers to accept an extra risk when private
consumption is higher (that is, when public expenditure is lower), rather
than when private consumption is lower (and public expenditure is higher).
Thus, marginal utility falls slower at low level of public expenditure and
faster at higher levels of public expenditure. Likewise, an ine¢ cient govern-
ment with � 000 > 0, contributes to SP preferences being biased-below given
that the cost of raising public funds (or corruption) increases faster at higher
levels of public expenditure.
Of particular interest is the case ii) of Remark 1 in which V 000 = �u000 [� 0]3 :

According to Proposition 3, we can directly compare the asymmetry of pref-
erences by means of the coe¢ cient �V 000

V 00 which, in this case, equals
u000

u00 �
0 (as

� 00 = 0). Because the term �u000

u00 de�nes the coe¢ cient of absolute prudence,
the higher the coe¢ cient of prudence of the agent over private consumption,
the more biased-below are her preferences over the size of the public sector.
Furthermore, as � 0 measures the tax price of an additional unit of spend-
ing, the greater such tax price for the agent, the more biased-below are her
preferences over the size of the public sector.

18On the one hand, recent empirical evidence presented by Chiappori and Paiella (2008)
does not give support to the IARA condition. On the other hand, DARA is widely
considered to be reasonable (see Arrow 1971) and, as postulated by Pratt (1964): DARA
is implied by such behavior of investing in risky securities as one becomes richer.
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6 Conclusion

Symmetric single-peaked preferences are usually represented by distance-
metric utility functions. Our analysis shows that such utility speci�ca-
tions can be easily transformed to accommodate preferences biased-above
or biased-below, besides representing any degree of asymmetry. Our utility
speci�cation, that we call generalized distance-metric utility function, can be
used to capture the preferences of policy-makers, investors, politicians, or
the media, among others, when bias-preferences is not an innocuous mod-
eling assumption. This is for instance the case in the models proposed by
Blinder (1997), Ruge-Murcia (2003), Surico (2007), or Feeny (2006) among
others.
We also describe su¢ cient conditions on standard utility representations

that reveal the direction (if any) of the asymmetry of preferences. These
conditions can indicate what factors of the primitive decision problem induce
preference-bias. We prove that the analog of Kimball�s coe¢ cient of prudence
can be used to compare (if possible) degrees of asymmetry across di¤erent
utility speci�cation. Finally, to illustrate these points we analyze a standard
model of public good provision. The analysis of this model reveals that risk
aversion and government ine¢ ciencies induce single-peaked preferences of
agents to be biased-below and suggests a role for the progressivity of the tax
system on shaping single-peaked preferences.
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